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Abstract: 

In spite of the fact that there is a significant mediation of technology in the field of music, utmost care has 

been taken in this research to adopt the technological changes without deviating from traditionalism, 

which will consistently remain the strongest and the most important pillar of music. So in this paper we 

will learn about the different stages of the growth of technology in the field of music. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Technology has changed the world of business 

dramatically. Cyber technology, particularly the 

utilization of internet has made the idea of a 

globalization a reality. Companies or their 

branches located in various parts of the world 

would now be able to speak with one another by 

means of email and other communication 

avenues. Businessmen are never again limited 

by the four walls of the office. Their net books 

or mobile devices empower them to examine 

business matters effectively with a colleague at 

whenever, anyplace. Of course, the successful 

utilization of trend setting innovation demands 

the best possible information of the correct tool, 

accessories and their working. A great many 

gadgets are discharged each day. They are 

intended for a particular reason. So as to 

improve the productivity of an item numerous 

accessories are made accessible. For example, 

the presentation of blue tooth and wireless 

technology free the people from the hazels of 

wires. Presently headsets just as different 

accessories can be linked with genuine hardware 

without wires. Wireless consoles and earphones 

not just improve human productivity; they 

additionally lessen a large number of the clutters 

that existed earlier.  

Technology is currently controlling all circles of 

life. It will keep on ruling the world in times to 

come. The pace with which technology is 

revolutionizing the world is compelling the  

 

people to acknowledge and adopt changes. 

Technological advancement has revolutionized 

production, decreased the production time and 

the technology has made the transmission of 

information extremely quick. History says it 

took 46 days for the updates on the insurrection 

of Indian troops against British rule in 1857 to 

arrive at London. The updates on Abraham 

Lincoln's death took 13 days to reach. Extremely 

one year from now on account of a transatlantic 

cable, news could go between New York and 

London in matter of minutes. Presently with 

digital technology it is conceivable with fraction 

of a milli-second to transmit any news. Presently 

the same is true in the field of music. Some time 

ago the range of music was restricted uniquely 

to the court of kings. Today situation is unique. 

The music has had the option to contact world 

audience. 

2. ACOUSTIC ERA: 
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This is the period before the coming of 

electronics. In this acoustic period people were 

altogether subject to the mechanical devices. 

This period has numerous noteworthy 

commitments in the field of music. When we 

relate music and technology, the terms that 

strike our mind initially are enhancement and 

acoustics. In this pre-electronic age, people were 

persistently finding new strategies with 

successive experimentations. The greater part of 

the experiments focused on changing the shape 

of the instruments and utilization of elective 

materials for assembling instruments that could 

upgrade the sound and tone of the instruments. 

During the early many years of the twentieth 

century, microphones were not accessible to 

amplify the sound and musicians needed to 

depend completely on their voices. Vocalists 

needed to sing boisterously to contact the 

audience and this badly affected their voices. 

Numerous instruments went unheard in the 

concerts. To beat this numerous incredible 

musical minds made new experiments.  

There are numerous such cases, where musicians 

have 54 attempted new techniques to improve 

the range of their music. For instance the 

extraordinary violin maestro T.Chowdaiah, so as 

to improve the scope and melody of the violin, 

planned another violin with seven strings. This 

turned into his 'trademark' and his bowing 

procedure turned into his 'signature', which 

earned him a name "Soundaiah". He has 

additionally attempted with a lot more strings. 

Woodwind maestro T.R. Mahalingam changed 

the flute by utilizing a thicker assortment of 

bamboo and presenting one extra gap. A lot 

more experiments of comparative kind can be 

refered to. There are likewise numerous different 

models, where people worked more on the 

appearance of the instrument rather on the 

acoustics of the instrument. Another significant 

issue was acoustics of the auditorium. The 

places where concerts were held during those 

occasions were not worked for that reason. 

Subsequently the acoustics of the auditoriums 

and settings inside the temples where the 

concerts were held were inadequate. The 

discernibility and quality of sound was seriously 

influenced by this. The buildings must be 

planned in such a way, that the performance 

should be discernible at all the edges of the 

auditorium. As there were no electronic gadgets 

in those days to help the volume and tone, 

people were absolutely reliant on the building 

architecture.  

Assessments were isolated whether these were 

purposefully constructed or unimportant 

mishaps. Notwithstanding tolerating that these 

were worked with expectation of making 

musical notes numerous disadvantages can be 

located. Control of tone was unrealistic because 

of the nonattendance of PA system. The very 

structure of place can't oblige enormous 

audience. Corridor surrounding noise was 

likewise conveyed with the tone. Those 

corridors had an additional issue, without open 

location system, individual volume 

modifications were impractical. Consequently 

placement of musicians assumed a significant 

job in bringing out the necessary output. 

Performers were placed by the volume levels to 

be heard. The vast majority of the lobbies where 

music concerts were held were acoustically 

poor. Playing of the instruments and singing 

styles were modified to suit the audience, which 

affected the music. This can be comprehended 

by listening to the accessible records of those 

times. 

3. ELECTRONIC ERA: 
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The acquaintance of electronics with the field of 

music changed the situation totally. It caused a 

revolution in the field of music. The innovation 

of microphones, amplifiers, speakers and other 

electronic gadgets expanded the scope of music. 

Musicians started utilizing the PA systems in the 

public concerts. A public address system (PA 

system) is an electronic sound amplification and 

appropriation system with microphones, 

amplifier and loudspeakers, used to reinforce a 

sound source, for example, recorded music or 

unrecorded music by circulating the sound all 

through the scene or building. The principal 

known examination here was by Edwin Jensen 

and Peter Pridham of Magnavox. They started 

exploring different avenues regarding sound 

reproduction in 1910. They were working from a 

laboratory in Napa, California. They petitioned 

for patent for a moving coil loudspeaker in 1911. 

In 1915, they constructed a dynamic loudspeaker 

with a 1-inch voice coil, a 3-inch corrugated 

diaphragm and a horn estimating 34 crawls with 

a 22-inch opening.  

The electromagnet made a motion field of 

roughly 11,000 G. They initially utilized a 

carbon microphone in their earlier examination. 

When they associated a 12 V battery to the 

system, first time they encountered of acoustic 

criticism. They at that point placed the 

loudspeaker on the laboratory's roof. They 

guaranteed that the intensified human voice 

could be heard 1.6 km away. Their following 

stage was to broadcast recorded music. So 

Jensen and Pridham refined the system and 

associated a phonograph to the loudspeaker. 

They demonstrated this multiple occasions and 

on numerous events, once at the Napa 

laboratory, at that point at the Panama-Pacific 

Exposition and on December 24, 1915 at San 

Francisco City Hall. This was an official 

presentation to demonstrate the broadcasting of 

recorded music. Nearly 100000 people had 

gathered to listen to the Christmas music and 

talks with supreme clearness. Multi week later 

when governor of California was extremely sick 

and couldn't deliver his discourse, the system 

was utilized. The boisterous speakers were 

placed in Civic Auditorium, San Francisco, and 

it was associated with Johnson's home which a 

couple of kilometers away by cable and a 

microphone from where he delivered discourse. 

One year from now they got the patent for their 

"Sound Magnifying Phonograph". Later they 

built up their first valve amplifier. In 1919 this 

was institutionalized as a 3-stage 25 watt 

amplifier.  

The then US president Woodrow Wilson utilized 

this system to address 75,000 people on 

September 9, 1919 at City Stadium, San Diego, 

California. Wilson's discourse was part of his 

across the nation visit to advance the foundation 

of the League of Nations. It was again 

supervised by Jensen and Pridham. Wilson 

spoke into two huge horns mounted on the 

platform, which diverted his voice into the 

microphone. The public utilization of 

loudspeakers made demand for loudspeakers and 

microphones. To satisfy this developing need 

Marconi had built up a department devoted to 

public address (PA), by early 1920s and started 

creating loudspeakers and amplifiers. The least 

difficult PA systems comprise of a microphone, 

an amplifier, and at least one loudspeakers. 

Basic and little PA systems of this sort, often 

giving 50 to 200 watts of power, are often 

utilized in little settings, for example, school 

auditoriums, chapels, and little bars. A sound 

source, for example, a Compact Disk player or 

radio might be associated with a PA system so 

music can be played through the system. Public 
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address system comprises of input sources, 

amplifiers, control and observing hardware, and 

loudspeakers. The essential input sources are 

microphones for live declarations and a source 

of recorded sound. There might be a system 

which permits administrators, or robotized 

hardware, to choose from various standard 

prerecorded messages. These input sources are 

fed into preamplifiers and signal switches that 

decide the zones to which the audio signal is fed. 

The preamplifier signals are then passed into the 

amplifiers. Contingent upon local practices these 

amplifiers will for the most part enhance the 

audio signals to 50V, 70V or 100V speaker line 

level. Control gear screens the amplifiers and 

speaker lines for flaws before it arrives at the 

loudspeakers. This control gear is additionally 

utilized for isolating zones in a PA system. The 

loudspeaker is utilized to change over electrical 

signals into sound.  

In the field of music the underlying response 

was dismissal. The musicians brought up the 

criticism that inventiveness and quality of sound 

was lost. They wouldn't utilize these gadgets as 

their voice didn't sound like their own. The 

extraordinary mridangam player Palghat T.S. 

Mani Iyer restricted the utilization of 

microphones. He went to the degree of 

dismissing the concert offers, which utilized 

microphones. The old clocks commented, "We 

never sang with mike. They could just sing so 

noisily that you could hear them a mile 60 away. 

Nowadays all of you utilize the mike and sing in 

false voice adjusting everything like light music. 

This isn't true classical music." Most noted 

musicians and artists of the time, particularly the 

men, wouldn't record since they felt it would 

compromise on the feel of their music," says 

Vikram Sampath, creator history specialist and 

originator of AIM. Other than they were 

likewise superstitious that they would lose their 

voice on the off chance that they sang in front of 

a microphone.  

On account of this conviction Bade Gulam Ali 

Khan didn't sing any recordings for quite a 

while. This analysis on sound quality is 

additionally true to a huge degree. A ton of 

refinement should have been done in this field. 

A lot of experimentation went into the quality of 

amplification, which can hold the creativity of 

sound. New microphones which could get and 

toss the first tone were manufactured. Speakers 

and amplifiers of more wattage and higher 

quality were found, which could give a spotless 

output with no distortions. With such a large 

amount of experimentations, a wide range of 

gadgets came up, which encouraged the artists to 

pick the system which suited their voice. Still 

there was a requirement for explicit and redid 

gear to address the issues of few instruments like 

veena, which had a low volume. At that point 

pickups and contact microphones were found. 

When they were fixed on the instruments they 

could get the tone of the instruments and give 

great measure of amplification with no 

distortion.  

Numerous musicians have guaranteed that the 

microphone brought nuance, nuance and 

elegance in music. Before microphone they were 

forced to sing at a higher pitch to be audible. 

After the coming of microphones, it is asserted 

that men could sing in their normal voice. Thus 

it is said that after the appearance of 

microphones Karnatak music become 

increasingly inconspicuous. Presently musicians 

can concentrate more on the excellence of tone, 

and melodic complexity. Therefore the gamakas 

have turned out to be progressively unobtrusive, 

refined and complex. A couple has contested the 

affirmation of bigger audience those days. Case 
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of Dhanammal's veena is cited to appear, "the 

voice as an instrument of inconspicuous 

expression in Karnatak music existed much 

before the microphone" (A southern music page 

406, T M Krishna). In any case, one can't deny 

that Technology has caused in taking music to 

the masses. 

4. DIGITAL ERA: 

Technology has gone into our lives deeply and 

that too in an exceptionally brief time frame. 

Presently we can't do the things similarly as we 

used to do them earlier. Simply take the case of 

microphones. Electronic audio system has 

overwhelmed the music performance in a major 

manner and has turned into an indivisible part of 

it. Musicians during the early part of twentieth 

century sang without microphones. These 

concerts were held in a sanctuary, in one of 

those thousand-pillared lobbies, where even the 

reverberation of a snap of the fingers is 

intensified well indeed. Artists sang at a high 

pitch and kept on doing so even after their voice 

changed after pre-adulthood. Sometimes after 

their voice broke their voice were treated as 

unsuitable and they were to take up an 

instrument. This isn't the situation with 

musicians of the later age. Various musicians 

like Musiri, Ariyakudi, Semmangudi, GNB and 

others started out toward the finish of the non-

mike time with a pitch very high. Bit by bit as 

microphones established immovably they 

brought down their contribution and sang an 

increasingly agreeable pitch.  

Another recognizable thing after the revelation 

of microphones was that a considerable lot of 

the advancements, which were tremendously, 

idolized earlier were surrendered. Just to refer to 

a couple of models; T R Mahalingam played the 

flute at 5 ½ pitch to get an ideal tonal quality 

however after the microphones came into 

utilization; the pitch was decreased to 2 and 2½. 

Likewise 7 stringed violin left vogue. Mike has 

reduced the weight of blowing into woodwind 

and furthermore expanded the volume of violin. 

The succeeding ages grew up totally with the 

mike. Great case is a musician like Dr. BMK, 

who was conceived in 1930. He built up a 

profoundly fruitful, unique and revolutionary 

style of singing. He utilized mike for adjusting 

his voice brilliantly. The present age grew up 

singing with the mike. Any public or private 

program is unbelievable without a mike. Indeed, 

even two or three tunes at a Tyagaraja aradhana 

are sung with a mike. Would we be able to 

return to a mike less time? Could a concert 

happen in the modern period without mike and 

what are the difficulties for such concerts? To 

outfit this right off the bat the auditorium must 

be acoustically intended to suit the projects 

without mikes. Generally sound won't contact 

people at the ideal level, except if both the social 

occasion and the lobby is little. Furthermore, 

accompanists, particularly the mridangam 

players, need to show a ton of limitation while 

playing for the mikeless mood. This is again 

difficult for them since they are not accustomed 

to it, and their excitement will show signs of 

improvement of them in a concert air in front of 

an open audience.  

At the point when this occurs, the artist who isn't 

utilized to this should yell more to be heard. It is 

like two people having a discussion in a 

marriage lobby with noise all round. Each will 

attempt to be stronger than the other without 

knowing whether they can be audible or not! 

When singing with mike, the input that one gets 

encourages musicians to pass judgment on the 

measure of volume of the voice also. Vidwan 

Chitraveena Ravikiran shares his experience of a 
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mikeless concert and says, "as far as I can tell I 

have given a few concerts without mike, the 

latest one being in Europe. The best part was 

that they furnished mike with screen speakers 

only for criticism. The audience listened to the 

true sound as they might want to call it. Since 

we had criticism we never made a big deal about 

the volume and the experience was excellent for 

us. The audience likewise had a good time and 

the amazingly structured auditorium was one of 

the principle explanations behind this".  

5. ELECTRONIC GADGETS:  

The appearance of electronic gadgets got 

deviation Karnatak music from traditionalism to 

modernity. The appearance of synthesizers, 

electronic music and the utilization of PCs, has 

empowered for some exceptionally intriguing 

making of sounds and has carried with it new 

sonic textures and layers of audible 

measurements generally impractical to make. It 

has helped in making of modern day's musical 

compositions. On account of modern technology 

it is currently conceivable to utilize non-

conventional sounds in the arrangement and 

production of a musical composition. Presently 

it is feasible for things to be tuned with 

superhuman precision or 'musically' off key. 

Technology has likewise made it conceivable to 

make rhythms and syncopations that are 

outlandish generally, or would take in excess of 

a few people to make.  

The concept of music technology is personally 

associated with both musical and technological 

imagination. People are continually endeavoring 

to devise new forms of expression through 

music, and physically making new devices to 

empower them to do as such. In the PC age, the 

ontological range of music technology has 

extraordinarily expanded. It might now be 

mechanical, electronic, software or to be sure 

even absolutely conceptual. Sequencer software 

is maybe the most generally utilized form of 

software. Such projects enable the client to 

record audio or MIDI musical arrangements, 

which might be composed along a course of 

events. Musical fragments can be replicated and 

copied, altered and prepared utilizing an 

assortment of audio impacts. Music technology 

incorporates numerous forms of music 

reproduction. Music technology and sound 

technology both allude to the utilization of 

sound designing in a commercial or 

lackadaisical way. The two may sometimes be 

classed as the same however they allude to 

various fields of work, the names of which are 

plain as day, yet where sound designing may 

allude fundamentally to the utilization of sound 

technology for media coherent purposes. 

 PA system (Public Address System): PA 

system is utilized to give amplification and 

live sound reproduction. Distinctive 

amount and quality of systems are utilized 

relying upon the artist and audience 

prerequisite. Regularly, two sorts are PA 

systems are utilized in a concert that is the 

fundamental system and the screen system. 

Every system comprises of speakers, 64 

amplifiers, sound processing unit, 

microphones, and a mixing board. 

 Main System: The Main system is alluded 

to as Front of House, abridged as FOH. It 

comprises of powerful speakers, sub-

woofers, amplifiers and other supporting 

types of gear. The wattage of the types of 

gear utilized would shift, in view of the size 

of the venue and size of the crowd.  

 Monitor System: The Monitor system is 

likewise alluded to as the "foldback". The 
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Monitor system is a boon for the 

performers. It reproduces the sound of the 

performance and makes it audible to the 

onstage performers. It empowers them to 

comprehend the tonality of their 

performance better and recover the feed of 

their concerts. At the point when different 

performers are performing in front of an 

audience, every artist can have an 

individual screen wherein they can have the 

volume level and mix according to their 

individual requirement. 

 Instrument Amplifier: An instrument 

amplifier is an electronic amplifier that 

changes over the often scarcely audible or 

absolutely electronic signal from musical 

instruments, for example, an electric guitar, 

an electric bass, or an electric keyboard 

into an electronic signal capable for driving 

a loudspeaker that can be heard by the 

performers and audience. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Musicological research is another territory of 

music where development is a probability. It is 

hypothetically possible to return and look at an 

enormous body of recordings and make a 

learning base got from that material. When the 

suitable artificial knowledge structures have 

been made it should then be 149 conceivable to 

bolster another cloth into the machine. The 

computer could then create a piece in the same 

style as the expired musician; notwithstanding 

for clothes, which didn't exist during the lifetime 

of the musician. 
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